
Western Hindi

The home of Western Hindi closely agrees witli the MadhyadeSa, or Midland, of

ancient Sanskrit geograpliers. The Madhyadesa was the

country between the Samswati on the west and what is now
Allahabad on the east. Its northern boundary was tlic Himalaya Range, and its southern

the Narbada River. Between these limits lay, according to tradition, the holy land of

Brahmanisni. It was the centre of Hindu civilisation, and tlie abode on earth of its

deities. Western Hindi does not extend so far east as Allahabad—its eastern limit is

about Cawnpore,—but in other respects the area in which it is spoken is almost exactly

the same as the Madhyadesa. It is spoken as a vernacular over tlie western portion of

the United Provinces, in the eastern districts of the Panjab, in Eastern Rajputana, in

Gwalior and Bundclkhand, and in the north-western districts of the Central Provinces.

Moreover, its most important dialect, Hindostani, is spoken and understood, and is even

amongst some classes of the population a vernacular, over the whole of the Indian

Peninsula.

Western Hindi has five dialects,—Hindostani, Bangaru, Braj Bhakha, Kanauji, and

Dialects : Bundeli. Hindostani, as a local vernacular, is spoken in

Western Rohilkhand, the Upper Gangetic DOab, and the

Panjal) District of Ambala. It has also been carried over the whole of India l>y Musal-

man conquerors, and has received considerable literary culture. Under these conditions

it hfis three main varieties, Literai*y Hindostani proper, employed by both Musalmans

and Hindus for literary purposes and as a lingua franca ; Urdu, employed chiefly by

Musahnans and by Hindus who have adopted the Musalman system of education, and a

modern development, called Hindi, employed only by Hindus who have been educated

on a Hindu system. Urdu, itself, has two varieties, the standard literary form of Delhi

and Lucknow, and the Dakhinl, spoken, and used as a literary medium, by Musalmans

of Southern India.

Bangaru is the dialect of Western Hindi which is spoken in the Eastern Panjab.

It is also called Jalu and Hariani. It is much influenced
*^ °

'"'
by the neighbouring Ilajasthani and Panjabi.

Braj Bhakha is the dialect of the west central Ddab
^^^ * *' and the country to its north and to its south.

Kanauji is really a form of Bnxj Bhakha and is only given separate consideration in

deference to popular opinion. It is spoken in the east
*" "^

central Doab and the country to its north.

Bundeli is spoken in Gwalior and Bundelkhand. It is alsa

spoken in the adjoining districts of the Central Provinces.

All these dialects are described with considerable detail on the following pagc^, and

it will suffice to give here the total estimated number of speakers of each.

—

HJnddsfSm

—

Local Vernacular ....... 6,282,733

fjiteitwy Hmdostani (including Urdft and Hindi) . 7,696,264

Dakliini ......... 3,654,172

16,633, i69
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Brought forward . 16,633,169

Bangavu ........... 2,165,784

Braj Bhakha 7,8t'»4f,274

Kanaufi . 4,481,500
« 12,345.774

Bandell ,.,.•.. 6,869,201

Total estimated number of speakers of Western Hindi . 38,013.928

This is about the same as the population of the United Kingdom in 1891

(38,104,975), and two-thirds of a million less than that of France at the present time

(38,641,333). I roughly estimate the area in wliicli it is spoken at about 200,000

square miles, with which we may compare the area of the German Empire (209,000),

and that of France (204,000).

As explained in the Introductory Note, Western Hindi is the purest representative

of that Group. It is directly derived from the Apabhram&i

position of* wcstern^^HlnSr ^% dialcct corresponding to Saurasenl, the most Sanskritic of

gulgel
*° "^'S'^^°"'"»"5 »an.

^jj ^j^^ Prakrits ; it is spoken in the area which was the

centre from which Aryan civilisation was diffused over

Hindostan ; and the head-quarters of its principal dialect- Braj Bhakha—is Mathura,

—the MdBovpa tj rmv Hcwi^ of the Greeks, and in ancient times one of the most sacred

cities of India.

Of the four languages which form the Central Group of Indo-Aryan vemaculai^s,

Western Hindi is the one which is the most typical of the group. In fact, it would be

more accurate, though more complicated, to describe it as being the only member of the

group, the other three, Panjabi, Rajasthani, and Gujaratl, being intermediate between it

and the adjoining languages, Lahnda, Sindlii, and Marathi, which belong to what I

call the Outer Circle. These languages, Parijabi, Rajasthani, and Gujarat!, lie to the

west and sonth of Western Hindi. It is also to be remembered that to its east we have

Eastern Hindi, another lamguage wldch is intermediate between Western Hindi ami the

speeches of the Outer Circle. But these two sets of intermediate languages possess

sharply opposed characteristics. Their respective bases are quite different. As has been

explained in the introduction to Vol. VI of this Survey, pp. 3 and 11., Eastern Hindi is a

language of the Outer Circle affected by the characteristics of the Central Group, while

Panjabi, Rajasthani, and Gujarati are in all their chief characteristics members of thCf

Central Group, and only show traces, which are more and more evident as we go west-

wards, of the influence of the Outer Circle. It would be most correct to class them as

a distinct intermediate group of languages, but it is more convenient to consider them

all together, with Western Hindi, as members of one group—the Central,—remembering

that they do not possess all the true characteristics of that group in its imrity.

The linguistic boundaries of Western Hindi are as follows :— On its north-west it

is bounded by Panjabi,* to its south-west and south lies Rajasthani, to its south-east,

Marathi, and to its east. Eastern Hindi. On the north it is bounded by the Indo-Aryan

dialects, Jaunsari, Garhwali, and Kumauni, of the lower southern slope of the Hima*

laya. It gradually shades off into Panjabi, Rajasthani, and Eastern Hindi, but there

is no intermediate dialect between it and Marathi. Marathi nowhere merges into the

languages of the Central Group, but is separated from them by a sharp distinct line
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There are, it is true, a few tribal dialects which possess the characteristics of both Wes-
tern Hindi and Marathi, but these are mere mechanical mixtures—broken jargons,—
which are not true intermediate forms of speech. We may consider Marathi as being
fully established in the Nagprn* plain at the foot of the Satpura Kange. The northern
hill dialects are described in Part IV of this volume, and are closely connected with
Bajasthani,

Two characters are employed for writing Western Hindi,—the Persian for some forms

of Hindostani, and the Devanagari (with its current hands
Written character. ,, t;^ .,, - i ^» ^ - . x o ., ,

the Kaithi and Mahajani) for the other dialects. Neither of
them need be described here. In writing the dialects in the Devanagari character, an
important irregularity is obserred in the employment of the letter ^ ra. When this is

followed, in Tadbham words, by the letter nyaof^ wa, it does not take the form "^

.

Such compounds are written m rya and ^ rwa, respectively. Thus (Braj Bhakha) wm\
mdryuu, struck ; Bundeli ^t^ rwdbo (Hindostani rona), to weep.

The familiar Hindostani grammar may be taken as the standard of the grammars
General grammatical charac- of all the Western Hindi dialects. Each is fully described

in tne proper place, and I here content myself with point-

ing out one characteristic in which Western Hindi is pre-eminently typical of the

Central Group of language. This is the analytic method of its construction, which will

be dealt with at some length in the first volume of this Survey, and is only referred to

here. Of all the languages of the group. Western Hindi is that which carries analysis

to its furthest extreme. Its standard dialect has only one true tense (the present

subjunctive) for its verb, and has only one true case (the so-called oblique form) for

its nouns. Nearly all the other accidents of time and relation are expressed by the

aid of participles, auxiliary verbs, or postpositions.

The earliest date which Yule gives of the use of the word * Hindostani ' is 1616

Early references to the language. ^^^^ "^^"^^ ^P^^^ ^^ ^om Corvatc beiHg proficient in ^ the

Indostan, or more vulgar language.'^ We may also note

that Terry, in his A Voyage to East India (1655), gives a brief description of the vulgar

tongue of the country of Indostan, which will be found quoted below under J. Ogilby.

So Fryer (1673) (quoted by Yule) says :
* The Language at Court is Persian, that

commonly spoken is Indostan (for which they have no proper character, the written

Language being called Sanyan),^ It is evident, therefore, that early in the 17th century

it was known in England that the Lingua Franca of India was this form of speech.

On the other hand, another set of authorities stated that the Lingua Franca of India

was Malay. So Ogilby in the passages quoted below. Again, David Wilkins, in the

])reface to Chamberlayne's collection of versions of the Lord's Prayer (published 1715),

t^xphiins that he could not get a version in the Bengali language, as that form of speech

was dying out, and was being superseded by Malay. He therefore, for Bengali, gave a

Malay version, wTitten in the Bengali character.

It is possible that Ogilby had less excuse than appears for his mistake, for Mr.

Quaritch, in his Oriental Catalogue published in 1887, mentions a MS. Dictionary then

* See, for this and other quoUtions, Mohson-Johsont s. vv, Mifuhatanee aud Moors. It is hardly nece«»»ry to rttutnd

the reader that in the 18th century Hindostftni was commonly called * Moors/
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in his possession (No. 34,724 in the Catalogue)^ which he doubtfully dates as ' Sumt,

about 1630.' This is a Dictionary of Persian, Hindostani, English, and Portuguese, and

he describes it as * a great curiosity as being the fii^t work of its kind. It was probably

compiled for the use of the English factory at Surat. The Persian h> given in Native

and in Roman letters, the Hindostani in Gujarati and Roman letters.' It is a small

folio manuscript on Oriental tinted paper.

The celebrated traveller Pietro Delia Valle arrived at Surat early in 1623, and

remained in India till November 1624, his head-quarters being Surat and Goa. His

Indian Travels were published in 1663,' and he has the honour of being the fii^t to

mention the Nagari, or, as he calls it, Naghfer, alphabet in Europe. He also mentioned a

language which was current all over India, like Latin in Europe, and which was written

in that character.^ This is, however, probably Sanskrit, not Hindostani.

A Jesuits' College was founded at Agra in the year 1620, and to it, in 1658, came

Father Heinrich Roth.* Here he studied Sanskrit, and wrote a grammar of that

language. He visited Rome in 1664, and afterivards returned to Agra, whei*e he died

in 1668. While in Rome he met Kircher, who was then in that city getting the im-

primatur for his China lUustrata, and gave him information regarding the Nagari

alphabet which he incorporated in that work. It was published at Amsterdam in 1667,

and its full title was Athanasii Kireheri e Soe. Jesu China Monunwntis qua $acris qua

profanis^ nee fion variis Naturae et Artis Spectamlis^ aliarumque JRerum memorabilium

Argumentia Illustrata. Roth's contributions (besides verbal information) consisted of

a set of illustrations, of the ten Avataras of Vishnu (nine of which have titles in both

Roman and Nagari characters), and five plates, four of which describe the Nagari

alpliabet {Elementa Linguae Mamcrel), while the fifth gives the Tater Noster and the

Ave Maria in Latin, but written (incorrectly enough) in the Nagari character. Tlie

Pat^r Noster begins as follows,--?nfHi; {sic) ^tf^f wt tfn fif %f%^ .'^

In 1673 John Ogilby, Cosmographer, published in London

—

Asia^ the first Fart.

Being an Accurate Descnption of Persia, and the Seoeral Provinces thereof The

Vast Empire of the Great Mogol, and other Parts of India ; and their several King-

doms and Regions : With the Denominations and Descriptions of the Cities^ Towns^ and

Places of Remm^k therein contaimd. The various Customs, Sabits, Religion^ and

Languages of the Inhabitants. Their Political Governments, and Way of Commerce.

Also the Plants and Animals peculiar to each Country. Collected afid translated from

the most authentick Authors, and augmented mth later Observations, illustrated with

ftotes and adorned with peculiar Maps, and proper Sculptures. On pp. S9, 60, he

deals With the Per.<^ian language and its three dialects, Xirazy, Rostazy, and Harmazy.

On p. 12^ be takes up the subject of the Malay langiiage. He says, ^ as to what con-

cerns the Language of the Indians, it only differs in general from the Moors and the Mahu-

metajis, but they have also several different Bialects amongst themselves. Amongst all

*' It ha» ftince hm'Xi sold, aiid I Hftve faikd to U%w it.

^ B<i Mnt\yclopmlia BrUanmca. Y \\h {Hohmn-Johson) give* 1650-53. (Eclit«<l for the Hal<lnyt SociHy by Edward

Crey, B.C.S., 3802, 2 vols.)

* Sc€ Professor ZacBariae, in llie Vienna Onental JournaU XVI. pp. 905 and ff,

* S«« Fri^Wfor Xacliariae, F. O, J., XV. pp. 318 and fl.
,

* All thi» is taken from Profesior Ztcbariae's aHicW abovo r*»Cerred to. The rtprM^ntation of toelii by %1%^ («e//t) is

infaftfrtiug. The Italian proimncmtioii of the woi-d is represented by ^flf€ {cheMt) in Beligatti*5 work »i»ntioiied below.
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their Languages, there is none which spreads itself more than the Malayan.' He then

proceeds to give a vocabulary of Malayan. He next rather wavers on this point, for

(p. 134) he first quotes Pietro Delia Valle to show that the same speech is used every-

where, but the written characters differ. Next, he explains on Kircher's (not Pietro

Delia Valle's)^ authority that the word * Nagher ' is used as the name both of a language

and of a charauter. He then goes on, * According to Mr. Edward Terry [see above] the

t'ulgar Tongue of Indostan hath great affinity with the Persian and Arabic Tongues :

hut is pleasanter and easier to pronounce. It is a very fluent language, expressing

many things in few Words. They write and read like Us, viz. from the Left to the

llight Hand.' (This last remark shows that some alphabet akin to Nagari, and not the

Persian one, is referred to.) The language of the Nobility and Courts, and of all public

iiusinesees and Writings, is Persian, but ' Vulgar Mahumetans speak Turkish, but not

ho eloquently as the natural born Turks. Learned Persons, and Mahumetan Priests, speak

the Arabic. But no Language extends further, and is of greater Use than the Malayan

. . . The Netherlands East India Company have lately printed a Dictionary

of tlie Common DiscDurse in that Tongue, as also the new Testament and other Books in

the same Language. Moreover, the Holland Ministers in their several Factories in

India, teach the Malayan Tongue, not only in their Churches, but Schools also.'*

In the same year we have Fryer's much more ?5ccurate statement about Indian

languages already quoted.

In 1678 there appeared at Amsterdam the first volume of Henricus van Bheede tot

BrakesteJn's^ Mortus Indicus Malabaricus adornaim per M. t?. R, t. D. The intm-

duction contains eleven lines of Sanskrit, dated, in the Nagari character. The date

corresponds to 1675 A.D.

In Berlin in the year 1680, Andreas Miiller, under the pseudonym of Thomas

Ludeken, produced a collection of versions of the Lord's Prayer under the title of Oratio

Oratioimm, S. s. Orationis domlnicoe Veraiones praeter authentieamfere centum^ eaque

lon{)e ememlatius quam antehac, ei e probatismmis Antorihus potius quam prioribns

CollectiombuSi jamque singula yemiims Xtingud sua Oharacteribus^ adeoque magnam
Partem ex Aere od JSdifionem a Barnimo Hagio traditae editaeqtte a Thoma Lude-

kenio, Solq, March. Berolini, e.r Officina Mungiana, Anno 1680^ The Barnimus

Hagius mentioned herein as the engraver is also a pseudonym for Miiller himself. In

this collection Roth's Fater Nostev was reprinted as being actually Sanskrit, and not

a mere transliteration of the Latin original.

h\ 1694 there appeai'cd a work on Chess by Thomas Hyde, entitled Sistoria

Shcniladii:' On pp. 132-137 he gives twelve different Sanskrit words for ' elephant

'

engtaveH in Na^arl characters.

Su 0. Dapper's A$ia (published iu Dutch in 1672 i German Translation, NUrnberg, 1681) inapai«age which Ogilhy has

evi<Ur.tly uanslatcd in the above quotation. Professor Zachariae, however, statet (F. 0, J.^ XVf.) that to lar ai he has been

»hle t»i ditcovcr, Kirchcr doet not mention Naghcr at all. I have not seen Dapper*R work, but Ogilbj certainly borrowed

f&Vi^l'y Irom it.

* I ani goiTv that 1 can give no «*hie as to the Dutch works mentioned. Perhaps some* of my reader* can, Ogilby

a>*pfar8 to have Confused India Proper with the Dutch Settlements in Fui-ther India, where, of course, Malay wa» the Lingua

Franca,
> Sfte Professor Macdon^ll, in J. R, A. ^9., 1900, p. 360. The work appeared from 1678 to 1703 in twelve volumea-

* Adelung. MithnJat¥&t Vol. 1. pp. 654 and ft,

-» Sil Professor Mac<lon«ll, J, B, A. $,, 1898, p. 136, Note 3. Anothcc similar work by the same author appeared in the-

aame year, entitled Mtstorta NerdlluM, See Prof. Zaehariae in V. O. J., XV., quoted above.
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So far we hare dealt only with general notices or with the accounts of the charac-

ters in which Hindostani is written. With the commencement of the 18th century,

we find the first attempts at giying serious accounts of the language itself. According

to Amaduzzi in his preface to Beligatti's Alphabetum Brammhanicum (see below), a

Capuchin monk named Franciscus M. Turonensis completed at Surat, in the year 1704,

B, mn>numxi'pi JLexicon I^inffuae Indostanicaeyin Uvo parts, of betw^een four and five

hundred double-columned pages each. In Amaduz-'J^s time it was still preserved in

the library of the Propaganda in Rome, but when I searched for it there in the year

1890 it could not be found.

We now come to the first Hindostani grammai;. John Joshua Ketelaer (also

written Kotelar, Kessler, or Kettler) was a Lutheran by religion, born at Elbingen in

Prui^ia. He was accredited to §bah *Alam Bahadur Shah (1708-1712) and Jahandar

Sb&h (1712) as Dutch envoy. In 1711 he was the Dutch East India Company^s

Director of Trade at Surat. He passed through Agra both going to and coming from

Lahore {via Delhi), but there does not seem to be any evidence available that he ever

lived there, though the Dutch Company had a Factory in that city subordinate to

Surat. The mission arrived near Lahore on the 10th December 1711, returned to Delhi

with Jahandar Shah, and finally started from that place on the 14th October 1712,

reaching Agra on the 20th October. From Agra they returned to Surat. In 1716

Ketelaer had been three years Director for the Dutch Company at Surat. He was then

appointed their envoy to Persia, and left Batavia in July 1716, having been thirty

years in the Dutch Service or in the East Indies. He died of fever at Gambroon on the

Persian Gulf on his return from Isfahan, after having been two days under arrest,

because he would not order a Dutch ship to act under the Persian Governor's orders

against some Arab invaders.^ He wrote a grammar and a vocabulary of the * Lingua

hindostanica,' which were published by David Mill, in 1743, in his Miscellanea

Orientalia (see below). We may assume that they were composed about the year 1715.

In the same year there appeared another collection of versions of the Lord's Prayer.

Its author was John Chamberlayne. It was published at Amsterdam, and had a preface by

David Wilkins, who also contributed many of the specimens. Its full title was Oratio domi'

nica in diversas omnkmifere Gentium TAnguas versa et propriis cujusque Lingime CharaC'

teribtis expressa, una cum Diasertationibus nonmillis de Linguarum Origine, variisque

ipsarum Jermutationibus. Editore Jba, Ghamberlanio Anglo-JSritanno, Megiae Societatis

Londinensis Socio. Amstelodamiy typis GuiL et David. Qoerei, 1716, For our present

purpose, it is sufficient to remark, with reference to this celebrated work, that it reproduces

Roth*s JPater Noster^ but without making MiiUer's error of imagining it to be Sanskrit.

Maturin Veyssiere LaCroze was born at Nantes in 1661. In 1697 he became

librarian to the Elector at Berlin and died in that city in 1739. As librarian he kept

up a Voluminous correspondence on linguistic subjects with the Icjirned men of his time,

including David Wilkins, John Chamberlayne, Zicgcnbalg, and T. S. Bayer. This

was published after his death under the title of Thesavri EpistoUci LaCroziani

Ex Bibliotheca lordaniana edidit To. Lvdovicvs Vhlivs. Lipsiae, 1742. In this we

lind him helping Wilkins and Chamberlayne in the compilation of the Oratio Dominica

just mentioned. For our present purpose, the most important letters are those to and

' See G. A. Grlemon, Proceedings A. S. B., May, lS96. C/. Aailung. Milhrid4tUt, Vol. I. p. 192.
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from Thcophilus Siegfried Bayer, one of the brilliant band of scholars who founded the
Imperial Academy at St. Petersbmg. In one of Bayer's letters (dated June 1, 1726)
wc find what are I believe the first words of what is intended for Hindostani ever
published in Eui-ope. These are the first four numerals as used by the * Mogulenses
Indi' {l=hicku; 2=gmi ; 'S=tray ; 4= ^2?aAr), which are contained in a comparative
statement of the numerals in eight languages. These numerals are, however, not really

Hindostani. Gnu is an evident misprint. The others are Lahnda or Sindhi, (1=:
Lahnda, hik ; Sindhi, hiku : 3=Lahnda, trai ; Sindhi, tre : 4=Lahnda, char ; Sindhi,
chdri)} Two years subsequently, in the thii-d and fourth volumes of the Transactions of

tlie Imi>erial Academy (for the years 1728 and 1729, published in 1732 and 1735
respectively) we find Bayer busily decipheripg the Nagari alphabet, first through me^ns
of a trilingual syllabary printed in China, which gave the Tibetan form of Nagari
(Lantsha), current Tibetan, and Manchu alphabets, and afterwards with the help of the

missionary Schultze to be shortly mentioned.^ Finally, in November 1731 LaOroze
writes to Bayer'that.the character used for writing by the Marathas is called *Bala-
baude,' which, however, he adds, hardly differs from that used by the * Bramans * which
is called * Nagara ' or * Dewanagara.' He then proceeds to show how, in his opinion,

the ' Balabande * alphabet is derived from Hebrew, basing his contention on the forms
of the letters in Eoth's Pater Noster as reproduced in Chamberlayne's work.

Our next stage is Mill's Dissertationes Selectae. Its full title is Bamdia MillU
Theologiae D. ejusdemque, ' nee non Antiquitatum sacrarum^ ^ Idnguartmi mHentalium
in Academia Trajectina, Frofessoris ordinarily Dissertationes selectae^ varia s, Littera^

rum et Antiquitatis orientalis Capita es^pqnentes et illustrantes. Curia secundis,

novisque Dissertatiombus, Orationlbus^ et Miscellaneis Orientalibus auctae, Lugduni
Batavorimt, 1743. To us its principal interest consists in the fact that, in the Miscella'^

nea Orieutalia, he prints Ketelaer's Hindostani Grammar and Vocabulary, which, as

we have seen, was written about the year 1715. He also gives some plates illustratino*

Indian alphabets. Two illustrate the Nagari character, and I am not certain from
where ho got them. The third is taken from Bayer's essay in the Transactions of the
Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg, and shows the Lantsha, ordinary Tibetan, and
Manchu characters. The fourth illustrates the Bengali alphabet. The Miscellanea

Orientalia are on pp. 455-622 of the work. Caput, I., De Lingua Mindmtanica

(pp. 155-^88). Latin^ Mindostdm, and Persian Vocabulai^ (pp. 504-509). Etymolo-
gicnm Orlentale harmonicum (a compai'ative vocabulary of Latin, Hindostani, Persian

and Arabic) (pp. 510-598). Except for the plates of characters, all the Hindostani is

in the Roman character, the body of the work being written in Latin. The spelling

of the Hindostani words is based on the Dutch system of pronunciation. Thus^ me
kid, feci; ^ne kartsjoekm {mm kar chukd)^f.eoi\ misjoe {mujhe)^ mihi. The use of the

Perso-Arabic alphabet for writing Hindostani is explained. In the two test points of

the accuracy of all these old grammars (the distinguishing of the singular and of the

i Bayer gives the mimbers more correctly on pp. 113 and ff. of his Mistona R^ni Grmcorum Bactrianu Potropoli,

1788. Here ho gives the first ten nttmerals both in the Devanagari character, and in transliteration. The latter runs, 1,

hehu i % ddhu ; 3, tmj^ ; 4, tgjar ; 6, pangj ; 6, tsche ; 7, tzatte ; 8, aadgj ; 9, ncu^i 10, ndga. He tells uj that he got
them from a native of Multan. I have to thank P^-ofessor Kuhn for di*awing my atteii|ion to this work.

« Regarding LaCroze and Bayer, see fiirther particttlars in 0, A. Cbiewon, I, A^S, B., Vol. LXII. (1893), pt. I,

pp. 4& and S*
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plural of the personal pronouns, and the nut of ne in the agent case), Kelelacr is right

in the first and wrong in the second. He recognises piai (which he spells me) and tu

{toe) as singulars, and ham (ham) and turn (torn) as plurals. He has no idea of the use

of ne. On the other hand, he teaches the Gujarat! use of dp to mean ' we.'

Ketelaer's Grammar includes not only the Hindustani declensions and conjuga-

tions, but also versions of the Ten Conmiandments, the Creed, and the Lord's Prayer

in that language. His translation of the last may be given as a specimen of the

earliest known translation of any European Language into Hindustani. It runs as

follows :—

Hmmnare baab—Ke who mmaammhe—Fauk hoee teere naom^Anwe hamko mofuk

teera—Hoe resja teera—Sjon asmaan ton s/imlenme—Itootle hmnmare nethi hmnkon

aasde— Oor maafkaar tmvier apne hamko—Sjon mafkarlc apre karresdcuir onkon—

•

Nedaal hmnko is teas wmjeme—Belk hmuko ghaskav is hoerayse, TeeroB he potsjai/i,

ioorraiii*i alemgiere heametme^ Ammen^

In the year following the publication o1 Ketelaer's Giammar appeared tliat of the

celebrated missionai-y Schultze, whose name has been already mentioned more than

once. The full title is Viri plm\ Reverendi Benjamin SchttU^ii Missionurii Emngelici

Grmnm^aticcf' Hindostamca collectis in dinitirna inter JliTidosUtnos Cmnmoratione in

fustum Ordinem redacHs ac larga Exemporum (kIc) Luce perfusis Regidis constans el

Missiotmriortim Usui comecrata. Edidit et de siiscipiendff harhararuni Lingnarnm

Ctdtura prefattis est JO, Jo. Senr, Ccdlenherg. Malae Sa.ronum^ 1744 (some copies are

dated 1745). Schultze was aware of the existence of Ketelaer's Grammar, and men-

tioned it in his preface. Schultze's Granmmr is in Latin. Hindustani words are given

in the Perso-Arabic character with transliteration. The Nagari character (l)ewa-mga-

ricce) is also exi)lained. He ignores the sound of the cerebral letters and (in his trans-

literation) of all aspirated ones. He is aware of the i»ingular and plural forms of the

personal pronouns, but is ignorant of tlie use of ne with the past tenses of transitive

verbs.

Four years afterwards Johann Friedrich Frit?, published the Spvaehmeister with a

preface by Schultze. It?; title runs Orientalisch-und Oecidenifdischer Spvaehmeister^

welcher nicht allein htmdert Alphabete nehst ihrer Anssprache^ So bey denen meisten

Europiiisch-Asiaiisch^Afrieamsch'tfud Amerieanischen Volckern und Nationengebrdtwh*

lick sind^ Aiwh einigeu Tabulis polyglot tis verschiedener Sprachen und Zahlen vor

Augeu leget^ Sondern auch das Gebet des Eerrn, in 200 Sprachen tmd JIund'^Arten

mit dererselbeu Character€n und Lesvngy nach einer Geographischen Ordnung witthei-

let. Am gUmbwilrdigen Auctoribus xnsammen getragen, and mit darzu mthigen Kupjern

verseheu. Leipzig, Znjinden bey Christian Friedrich Gessnern. 1748, Fritz's book is

a long way ahead of its predecessor Chamberlayne's. Fart I. (pp. 1-219) gives tables of

the alphabets of over a hundred different languages, with accounts of the mode of use of

each. On pp. 120-122 we find described the use oi* the Perso-Ai'abic alphabet as

applied to Hindostani. It may be noticed that all mention of the cerebral letters is

omitted. On p. 128 we have the ' Hevanagram,' on p. 124 the * Balabandu/ and on

pp. 155-131 the * Akar Nagari/ which are all rightly classed together as various forms

of the same alphabet, but the transliteration is often ciu-iously incorreet. For instance.
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under * Akar Nagari,' 9 is tmtisliterated dhgja^ and it is explained that an » is always

sounded before it and that the / is dearly pronounced as in the Arabic g.. It will be

seen that here the existence of cerebral letters is indicated. Bxcept in the case of • Akar
Nagari,* no attempt is made to distinguish between aspirated and unaspirated lettei%

On p. 204 are giyen the Hindostam numerals from 1—9, and 10, 20, 80, etc., up to 90.

They commence, Jek^ do, tin^ schahar, patsch, ache^ sat, att, nau, das. Part II (pp.

1-128) contains the versions of the Lord's Prayer. On pp. 81 and 82 is given Schultze's

* nindostanica sen Mourica seu Mogulsc|i* version in the Perso*Arabic character with

transliteration. The latter begins, jiBmaU'po^ rahata-so hamara Bap, tumara Natm
pak karna hone deo, tumari Padmchahi ane deo, etc. The versions in the Nagari

character are Both's transliterated version, Sanskrit in * Dewa-nagaram s. Hanscret,*

and Bhojpuri in * Akar-Nagarika * (the last two by Schultase). Finally, there are

comparative statements of the words for * father,' * heaven,' * earth,' and * bread'

in all the languages quoted, and some other appendixes. The HindostJini forms

ol these four words are ^ven as J5a6', Aamdn^ Munnia, and Rosi (sic), respectively.

Our next authority is Travels Jrom St. Petersburg m MusHa to diverse Parts of

Asia, By John Bell. • Glasgow, 1763. (New Edition, Edinburgh, 1806.) In Chapter

12 of this work are given the Numerals pi Indostan.

Of much more importance is the Alphabetum Brammhanicum seu Indostanum

Xfniversitatis KasL Momae, 1761. Typis Sac, Congregationis de Propag* Fide. It is

by a Capuchin Missionary named Cassiano Beligatti, and is furnished with a preface by

Johannes Christophorus Amadutius (Amaduzzi). In this preface there is a very com-

plete account of the then existing knowledge regarding Indian languages. It describea

Sanskrit (^i4^ct ) correctly as the language of the learned, and next refers to the

' ^^T W\^ ' or * Beka Boli ' or common tongue which is found in the University of

* Kasi or Benares.' It then goes on to enumerate the other principal alphabets of India

which (except * Nagri, Nagri Sorate^sis, or Balabandti ') do not immediately concern us;

Of more particular interest is his mention of a Lexicon Linguae Indostanicae which

was composed by a Capuchin Missionary of Surat nam^ Francisous M. Turonensis, in

the year 1704, the manuscript of which was then in the Propaganda Library in

Eomei and which Amaduzzi describes at considerable length. He also mentionsf a

manuscript dialogue (? in Hindostani) between a Christian and a Native of India

regarding the truth of religion, which was dedicated to the Kaja of Betia, in the present

district of Champaran, by Josephus M. Gargnanensis and Beligatti, the author of the

work we are now describing. The Alphabetum Brammhanicum is of importance aa

being the first book (so far as I am aware) in which the vernacular words are printed in

their own cliaracter in moveable types. But not only are the Bevanagari letters repre-

sented by types, but even the Kaithi ones receive the same honour. Beligatti calls the

Devanagari character the * Alphabetum expressum in litteris Ilniverdtatis Kasl,' and

after covering over a hundred pages with a minute description of its use (including the

compound consonants), he goes on, on page 110, to deal with the * Alphabetum populare

Indostanorum vulgo Nagrk^ ,
This is, he says, used by all the natives for familiar letters

and ordinary books, and for all subjects, whether religious or profane, which can be

* This poetpoiition *^o' {pb) belongs to Bakhiul Hlndatt&ni.

VOL. IX, PABT I.
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written in the ' m9T Wt^ bhaka bolt or vulgar tongue.'^ He then gives a good descrip-

tion of the Kaithl alphabet, using moveable types also here. The book concludes with

an account of the numerals and with reading exercises. These last are transliterations

of the Latin Fater Noste?' and Ave Maria into Deva-nagari, followed by translations

of the Invocation of the Trinity, the Lord's Prayer, the Ave Maria, and the Apostles'

Creed into Hindostani, in the same character. Taking it altogether, the Alphabetum

Brammhanicnm is, for its time, a wonderfully good piece of work.

With the Alphabetwrn Bramrnhanicum the first stage of Hindostani Bibliography

may be considered to be completed. Hadley*s Grammar appeared in 1772, and was

quickly followed by a number of other and better ones, such as the Portuguese

Oramatiea Indosiana (1778 : far in advance of Hadley),^ Gilchrist's numerous works

(commencing 1787), and Lebedeff's Grammar (1801). These will all be found below,

each described in its proper place. Lebedeff's work deserves more than a mere entry on

account of the extraordinary adventures of its author. This remarkable man gives an

account of his life in the preface of his book, from which we gather that he began his

Indian career (apparently as a bandmaster) in the year 1785 at Madras. After a stay

there of two years he migrated to Calcutta, where he met with a Pandit who taught him

Sanskrit, Bengali, and Hindostani (or, as he called it, the Indian mixed dialect). His

next attempt was to translate two English plays into Bengali, and one of these was

performed publicly with great applause (according to its author) in 1795 and again

in the following year. According to Adelung,^ he then became theatrical manager to

tlie Great Mogul, and finally returned to England after a stay of more than twenty years

in the East. In London he published his grammar, and made the acquaintance of

Woronzow, the Russian Ambassador, who sent him to Russia. He was employed in the

Russian Foreign Office and was given a large subvention towards founding a Sanskrit

press. I have no knowledge of any other works from his pen. It is to be hoped, for

the sake of his patrons, that his knowledge of Sanskrit and Bengali was greater than

that of Hindostani which he displays in his gi-ammar. Not only is its system of

transliteration {kon hay hooa = who is there) detestably incorrect, but so is the whole

account of the grammatical structure of the language. The concluding words of his

preface sliow that he was not conscious of its imperfections, and at the same time throw

a curious light on the morality of Europeans in India at his time. ' The Indian words

in this work are .... so well ascertained as to leave no doubt, but the European

learner, with a little assistance of a Pandit or Moonshie, nay, even of a BebeC'Sahebi

cannot fail in a short time to obtain a knowledge of their [the natives'] idioms, and to

master the Indian dialects with incredible facility.'

Finally we may briefly refer to a few belated works of the early period of inquiries

into Indian languages, which appc^iirerl after Hindostani had begun to be seriously studied

^ Belitriitti's representation of thin (ixpn-HSHju is more aceuratc tlmii Aivia<luxzrji, but even his tmUBlitemtion here breaks

down. Count dc Oubernatia {BoUetino flfiUarto deffU Studii Orientali, Firenze, 1876-77, pjn 44, 45) mentions a Qramatica

Mora (vnol dire Ilindoittam) adopera i earattvn devanagarici- Setfue un imrvum IHclionarium indostanum de

Nomtnihus ut plvrimumobiw in llistvria Indica, hy the PauliniLs a S. r.avtholoiiifwjo iiieutioued in the next page ai

the author of the preface to the Alpkabeta Indica. The work mentioned by Count de GiibernatiB is apparently in MS. and

hould belong to the latter half of the 18th century. I owe this reference to the kindness of Professor Zachariae.

' Mithridates,l*\^^. According to the jmrne authority he was by birth an Ukraine peasiint, and, on amount of his

masietl talents* was taken up by Prince llaaumosky, who carried him tn Italy, where he became proficient on tho violoncello.

B« thsn wandered to Paris and London, where he took service under a Lord who went to Imlia as Governor.
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ia Calc^itta. In 1782 Iwaras Abel published in Copenhagen Symphona Symphona, she
undecim Linguamm Orientalium Diacors exhibita Concordia TamiiUcae videlicet,
Granthamicae, Telugicae, Sanacnitamicae, Marathicae, Balabandlcae, Qamricae,
Bindostanicm, Guncanicae, OtitzaraUicne et Peguanicae non characteristicue, quibm
id explicatwo-Harmonica adiecta est Latine. It is a comparative vocabulary of fifty-

three words in these eleven languages. The words include parts of the body, heaven,
sun, etc., certain animals, house, water, sea, tree, the personal pronouns and numerals.

In 1791 there was published in Rome an anonymous work, with a preface by
Paulinus a 8. Bartholomaeo, entitled Alphabeta Indica, id est Granthami^mi sen
Sanscrdamico-Malabaricum, Indostanum awe Vmarense, Nagaricwm mdgare, et

Talenganiciim. It is a collection of these four alphabets, all in moveable types.

Johann Christoph Adelung's Mithridatea oder allgemeine Sprachenhunde mit dem
Vater Vmer aU Sprachprobe in bey nahefUnfhundert Spraehen und Mundarten may l)e

taken as the link between the old philology and the new. A philologist so eminent as

this great writer could not fail to adorn whatever linguistic subject he touched, and, for
it$ time, this work is a marvel of erudition and masterly arrangement. So far as
Indian languages go, it sums up all (little it must be confessed) that was known about
them at the end of the 18th century. In it * Mongolisch-Indostanisch oder Mohrisch *

(ie., Urdu) (Vol. I. pp. 183 and ff.) and * Rein oder Hoch-Indostanisch, Bewa Nagara *

(pp. 190 and fif.) are jointly described as the ' Allgemeine Spraehen in Indostan.' By
* Rein oder Hoch-Indostanisch ' are meant the various • Hindi ' dialects spoken between
Mathura and Patna, but as an example Is given the Lord's Prayer in badly spelt

Sanskrit. It is contributed by Schultze, whose nationality apparently prevented him
from distinguishing between bh and p. Por instance, he spells bhdjanam ' podsanam.'
Vol. IV of the work consists of additions and corrections, and of a supplement by
J, S. Vater. Further information regarding Hindostani will be found on pp. 58-63, 83
(relationship of Hindostani to Romani), and 486 of that volume.

SUMMART OF IMPORTANT EARLY DATES.
AD.
1600. Empekou Akbar reigning.

Englisli East ludia Company incorporated.

1602. Datch East India Company founded.

1C05. Emperor JahanoIr comes to the throne,

1615. Embassy of Sir T. Roe. English factory established at Snrat.

1610. Earliest recorded mention of th-.- Indostan language (spoken by Tom Coryate).

1620. Jesuits* College founded at Agra. English establish an Agency there,

1 623-24. Pietro Delia Valle in India.

162S. Empkroe Bnln JahXn comes to the throne,

1630, ? Compilatioitt of the Snrat Dictionary of Persian, Hindostani, English, and Portngaese.

1640. English factory established at Hngli,

1653. Heinrich Roth joins Jesuit College at Agra.

1655. Terry's Voyage to East India published. Terry accompanied Sir T. Ro© (1616).

1658. Emperob Au&angzSb comes to the throne.

1661. Bombay transferred to the English crown.

1663. l%tro Delia Valle's Indian Travels published.

1664. Heinrioh Roth visits Rome and meets Kireher.

1667. Kircher's China lUustrata, LaCroze appointed Librarian at Berlin.

1672. J. Fryer's Travels in East India and Persia commenced and continued to 1681. Published 1698

1672- O. Happer's Asia published in Dutch.

1673. J. Ogilby's Asia.

VOL. IX) PART I. 2
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1678. Henrions Tan Bkeede tot Drakeitem's Hortui Indious Malaharicus commenced to issae.

1680. Andireas Miiller's Oraiio Oratiofmm,

1681. 0. Dapper's Ada (German Tranalallon) published at Ntiraberg.

1694r, Thomas Hyde's Historia ShahUudiit

16^6. Cbarnook founds Fort William in Galontta.

1698. J. Frjer's Travels in Bast India and Persia published. See 1672.

1704. FrancisoQS M. Taronensis completes, his Lexicon Linguae Indostanicae.

1708. liMPBROS BahIdxir gglH comes to the throne.

1711. Ketelaer's embassy.

1712. Empkbob JahXndIb §i1h oomes to the tbrone.

1713. Emperor Fabrukh-Sitar oomes to the throne.

1715. Ketelaer's Grammar. The Oratio Dominica of Chamberlayne and VVilkins.

1719. Ehperor Mu^ammio gglH comes to the throne.

1726-29. Bayer's investigations.

1739. Death of LaCroze. See 1667. Invasion of India by Nftdir g|}&h.

1743. Mill's Disseriaiiones Selectae, Pnblioation of Ketelaer*H Grammar. Manoel da Assump^am
publishes a Bengali Grammar and Vocabulary at Lisbon.

1744. Sohnltze's Qrammatica Sindosianica,

1745-53. Schnitzels Bible translations.

1748i Emperor Afmad gglH comes to the throne. Fritz's Sprachmeister published.

1754 Emperor 'AlaiioXr II. comes to the throne.

1757. Battle of Plassy,

175^. EuPEBOR gjlH 'Alam II. oomes to the throne.

1761. Alphahetum Brammhanicum. Third battle of Panipat. Defcav of the Marathas by A^mad
Qbab Durrftid.

1772. Warren Hastthgs, Gotiritor or Bbkoal. Hadley's Granimar published.

1773. Fergnsson's Hindost&ni Dictionary pnblished.

1778. Chram^atica Indostdna published at Lisbon.

1782. Iwarns Abel's Symphona Symphona,

1786. llABQniS OF COBKWALLIS, GOTBBNOR GSHBEAt.

1787. Gilchrist begins publishing.

1788. TJis Indian Vocabulary published in London.

1790. Harris's Dictionary of Mnglisk and Htndostany.

1791. Alphaheia Itidica pnblished at Borne.

1793. Sir John Shore, Governor General. William Carey lands at Calcutta.

1798. Lord Morninoton (Marqois op Wellkslet), Governor Genebac.

1800. Bobert's Indian Glossary,

1801. Lebedeff's Grammar. Carey's first Bengali New Testament printed.

1805. Marqois op Cornwalus, Second time Governor General. W, Hunter*s translation o£ the New
Testament into HindOstani. Done with the aid of Muhammad Fijrat and other learned natiyes.

1806. Publication of first volume of Adelung*s Mithridates* Henry Martyn arrives in India, and com-

mences translation ot New Testament.

1807. Earl op Minto, Govkrnor General.

1810. Henry Martyn's Urdu translation of New Testament, the basis of all subsequent veraioos, com-

pleted in manuscript with the aid of Mubammad Fitrat.

1811. Carey publishes a Hindi New Testament.

1812. Fire in Serampore Press. Henry Martyn's version of the New Testament destroyed before issue.

1813. Earl of Moira (Maroois or Hasuings), Governor General. Carey publishes the Pentateuch

in Hindi.

1814. Henry Martyn's translation of the New Testament into HindOst&ni issued. Carey publishes New
Testament in Hin^.

Of the dialects of Western Hindi, Braj Bhakha and Hindostani are those which

haye received most literary culture. Kanauji is so Hke
ut orrties. g^ Bhakha, that it hardly deseryes separate mention-

I only refer to it as its separate existence is popularly recognised. Some few works have
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been written in Bundeli, but none of them hare been critically edited. Indeed, this
important dialect has been almost entirely ignored by students. Even Dr. Kellogs
does not describe it in his Grammar Kanauji and Bundeli are therefore hardly
mentioned in this bibHography. Nearly all the entries refer either to Braj Bhakha or
to one or other of the yarious forms of Hindustani.
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HINDOeTANT.

• It is i\m^ pedantry—nay, a misconceptiott of thp Jaws vBiclk gOTem language as a living organism —to despise pithy and
apt oolloquialisms, and even slang. In order to remain healthy and vigorons, a literary language must be rooted in the
soil of a copious vernacular, from whiA it can extract and assimilate, by a chemistry peculiar to itself, whatever nourish-
ment it requires/ It must keep in touch with life in the broadest acceptation of the word j and Hfe at certain Is^els,

obeying a psychological law which must simply be accepted as one of the conditions of the problem, will always expi«8S
itself in dialect, provincialism, slang/-—W. Abchbb in the Fall Mall Magazine for October 1899.

As a dialect of Western Hindi, Hindostani presents itself under several forms.

These may first of all be considered under two heads, mz. Vernacular Hindostani, and
the Literary Hindostani founded thereon. Vernacular Hindostani is the language of

the Upper Gangetic Doab and of Western Eohilkhand. Literary Hindostani is tiie

polite speech of India generally, and may be taken as the Ternacular of educated

Musalmans throughout northern India, and of all Musalmans south of the

Narbada. Being derired from, and still having its roots in, vernacular Hindostani, it

would be more logical to treat the latter first, but considerations of convenience l^d us

to reverse the process. Literary Hindostani is so widely known, and of such importance,

that it must necessarily be taken as the standard dialect of Western Hindi. Its

grammar and its various standards of literary style are fixed, and present a suitable form

with which to compare the different vernaculars on which it is based, or to which it is

related. I therefore commence by d^cribing Literary Hindostani.

The following is the approximate number of speakers of the two main divisions of

Hind6stam,~'the vernacular, and the literary form of speech

—

Vernacular Hindostani ..#•.., 5,282,733

Literarj Hindostani ... . . . • . 11,350,436

Total . 16,633,169

Literary Mindoatdni^^ Urdu^ and Hindu

The word * Hindostan ' is Persian by origin, and means literally * the country of

the Hindos or Hindus.* By it Indian writers connote the

country between the Punjab on the west, Bengal on the

east, the Himalayas on the north, and the Vindhyas on the south. It includes the

I The name is • Hindostini ', not ' Hind&stftni ' as commonly written. All the early European writers spelt it correctly

with Of not u. The word rhymes in Persian and UrdQ poetry with dbstdn and bMdn and tlio vowel of tho second aylkhl© i«

consequently o, not € ; even the word now more generally pronounced Mindii should correctly be JHindd and is often to be

heard so pronounced in India (where the distinction between € and 3, lost in Erin, still survives) by accurate reciters of

Persian poetry. Hindi represents an earlier Sindau, being the modem Penoan for tho ancient Sendava, i,e,, a dweller in

the country of the hapta Hindu (Saoskrit, sapta aindhu) or * seven liveri ' now called, vnih the otaifiion of two (probably

the Saraswati and Dfishadwati or Ghaggar), the * PanJ-&b.' See Lyall, Sketch of the HtnduHam Language, p. 1. Sir

Chiirlcs Lytill has drawn my attention to the following verto by Sa'dl, Bdetdn (ed. Graf, Muqaddimah 127) :

—

* Sa'dl has shamekfsly bronght a rote to the gftrden and pepper to India/ 1^., lie has brotight coals to Kewcattle.
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ancient MadhpadeSa or Midland of Sanskrit gec^irapby^ but extends far beyond it to the

east.^

The word * Hindostan! ' was coined under Enropean influence, and means the

language of Hindostan. It thus connotes much more than it literally signifies, for,

besides Hindostani, three other langui^es, Bihari, Eastern Hindi, and Bajasthani, are

spoken in Hindost&n, a tract inhabited by about ninety millions of people, and as large

att Germany, France, and Sjmin combined. Eyen in the tract in which Western Hindi

is a yernacular, and of which Hindostani may be considered as the standard literary

dialect, it is only spoken as a general yernacular in a comparatirely small area in the

north-western corner.

The earliest writers on India (such as Terry and Fryer) called the current language

of India ^ Indostan/ In the early part of the eighteenth
r
y namti.

century wTiters alluded in Latin to the Lingua Indostanica^

SinduaUmea, or Mindmtamca. The earliest English writers in India called the

language * Moors, ' and it appears to be Gilchrist who about 1787 first coined the word

* Hindostani * or, as he spelt it, * Hindoostanee/*

Literary Hindost&ni, as distinct from yernacular Hinddst&ni, is current, in yaiiotis

forms, as the language of polite society, and as a lingua
er« spoken*

franca oycr the whole of India proper. It is also a language

of literature, both poetical and prose.

As most of those who possess the power of speaking it use it as a second language,

in addition to their own yernaculars, it is impossible to
um er o si>eaicers.

^^^ morc than an approximate number of the speakers

amongst whom it is current. It is true that, especially in the larger cities, the

Urdu form of Hindostani is the only yernacular of educated Mt]usalmans, but no figures

are available for distinguishing these from the large number of people who are bi-

lingual. Only for the Dakhini form of Hinddstani are approximately correct figures

available.

The following table shows, proyinee by province, the best estimate which I can put

together of the number of people who spmk Literary Hinddstani, in some form, or

other, by preference. I exclude from it the speakers of Vernacular Hindostani who

inhabit the ITppCT Doab and West Bohitkhand, and also all sp^kers of other dialects of

Western Hindi such as BundAli, £anauji, Braj^ or Bangaru. The figures for Dakhini

are given as a total, the details bein^ given later on, province by province, when we

eoBie to consider tibat form of speech more particularly. The figures for Assam, Bengal,

th( United Provinces, Eajputana, Central India, Ajmere-Merwara and Kashmir, are

estimates baaed on returns supplied for the Survey. The others are based on the Census

figures for 1891, after making the necessary adjustments.

In Bombay, I have ta^en the HindfistAni of Qujawtt and Sindh as Literary Hinda-

stanl, and that of the rest t)f the presidenqf as Bakhinl.

^-' .

II I

, . . i .,^,,»^_ 111 , 1,11111.
, , r iiiM iB Hi I I .

! i " ^— I m «i i »i "I I " i

;
'•» " " """ """'" '"

^ The cmrteni limit of the Madh$faMa wmt irliat li now Alklnbid.
* Feignsfon in 1778 publitbed a JOieHmary ^ik§ Mindotian Language. For fctttt«r firtkolaw on thk iubject lee tlit

Bibliogimpliy, amU>

vol.. nU tAET I. * 2
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Table showing the estimated mmhm' of apeaken of Literary Mindoatanl in the mrioui

^Provinces of India:

Province.

Assam

Bengal

Berar .

Bombay

—

Gujarat

Sindh

101,191

18,009

Barma . • • . • .

Central Provinces , . . •

Panjab .•..*.
United Provinqes . . • . .

Baroda • « . • ^ .

Mysore .,,•..
Kajputana, Central India, and Ajmere-Merwara

Kashmir • .

Add figures for Dakbini

Total

Uttimatdd number
of speakers.

82,290

1,828,872

4,000

119,200

83,6941

80,256

1,329,801

8,859,291

11,026

25,534

822,000

800

3,654,172

11,860,436

As alr^dy stated, literary HiEdostani is based on the rernacalar Hindostan! spoken

in the Upper Boab and in Western Bohilkhand. It grew
Origm o t e dia ect

up as a Ungua franca in the polyglot bazaar attached to the

Belhi court, and was carried everywhere in India by the lieutenants of the Mughul

Empire. Since then its seat has been secure. It has been adopted as the language which

every follower of Islam (the religion of the Emperors) speaks if he can, and its simple

grammar and enormous vocabulary have rendered it able to fill the need which has

always been felt in such a polyglot tract as India for a Ungua frwnca. It has also

'received, in at least two of its forms, considerable literary cultivation.^

It liaa several recbgnised varieties, amongst which may be mentioned Urdu, Bekhta,

Dakhini, and Hindi. Urdu is that form of Hindostani

which is written in the Persian character, and which makes
Urda.

* Mofit of thesd are probftblj speakers of Dakhini, but no certain information is available.

' It will be noticed tbai this aocount of HindostSn! and its origin differs widely from that which has been giTen hitherto

bj nioft authors (including the present writer), which was based on Mir Amman's preface to the * B&gl| o Bahftr.' Accord*.

Ing to hiiii llrdt was a mongrel mixture of the languages of the various tribes who flocked to the Delhi bazaa;r. The expUna*

tion given above was first put forward by Sir Charles Lyall in the year 1 880, and the Linguistic Survey has shown the entire

eorreetneet of his view. Hindoetftni is simply the vernacular of the Upper Doab and Western Hobilkhand, on which a

oeitaiii amoaiit of lllerary polish has bceit bestowed, and from which a few rustic idioms hare bee|i excluded.
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a free use of Persian (including Arabic) words in its Tocabulary. The name is said to

be derived from the Uf^du-e mu^alla or royal military bazaar outside the Delhi palace.

It is spoken chiefly in the towns of Western Hindostan, by Musalmans and by Hindus

who have fallen under the influence of Persian culture. Persian vocables are, itJs true,

employed in every form of Hindostani. Such have been admitted to full citizenship

even in the rustic dialects, or in the elegant Hindi of modern writei^ like Harish-

chandra of Benares. To object to their use would be affected purism, just as would be

the avoidance of the use of all words of Latin derivation in English. But in what is

known as High Urdu the use of Persian words is carried to almost incredible extremes.

In writings of this class we find whole sentences in which the only Indian thing is tljie

grammar, and with nothing but Persian words from beginning to end. It is curious,

however, that this extreme Persianisation of Hindostani is not, as Sir Charles Lyall

ri}]fhtly points out, the work of conquerors ignorant of the tongue of the people. On the

contrary, the Urdu language took its rise in the efforts of the ever pliable Hindu to

assimilate the language of his rulers. Its authors were Kayasths and Khatris employed

in the administration and acquainted with Persian, not Persians or Persianised Turks,

who for many centuries used only their own language for literary purposes.^ To these

is due the idea of employing the Persian character for their vernacular speech, and the

consequent preference for words to which that character is native. * Persian is now no

foreign idiom in India, and though its excessive use is repugnant to good taste, it would

he a foolish purism and a politick mistake to attempt (as some have attempted) to

eliminate it from the Hindu literature of the day/ I have made this quotation from

Sir Charles Lyall's work, in order to show what an accomplished scholar has to say on

one side of a much debated question. That the general principle which he has enun-

ciated is the correct one I think no one will dispute. Once a word has become dom^ti*

cated in Hindostani no one has any right to object to its use whatever its origin may be,

and opinions will only differ as to what words have received the right of citizenship and

what have not. This, after all, is a question of style, and in Hindostani, as in English,

there are styles and styles. For myself, I far prefer the Hindostani from which words

whose citizenship is in any way doubtful' are excluded, but that, I freely admit, is a

matter of taste.

Rekhta (i.e. * scattered ' or * crumbled ') is the form which Urdu takes when used

for poetry. The name is derived from the manner in which
*

Persian words are ' scattered ' through it. When poems are

written in the special dialect used by women, which has a vocabulary of its own, it is

known as Rekhti.*

Bakhini^ is the form of Hindostani used by Musalmans in the Deccan. Like Urdfi

it is written in the Persian character, but is much more free

from Persianisation. It uses grammatical forms (such as

' Eoglish is being introduced into Bengali in the same way bj English-knowing Babus. Wh^n the«e gentlemen talk

amongst themselves in Bengali, sometimes every second word is English. Oaoe in Monghyr I overheard one Babu say to

another * S dcler climate constitutioner janya ati healthy.' A native horse-do^or once said to me about a dog licking his

wound, ' Kutta-ka«i*aliva bahut antiseptic hai', and Mr. Grahame Bailey has heard one Panjftbl dentist say to another * conti-

naally excavate na karo.'

' It it hardly necessary to point out that much of the preeediag aci-ooat of Urdil is based on Sir Charles Lyall's

^Sketch of the Hinduttani Language'
' Dakhin! is tepArately described on pp. 5S and fL
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mere-ko for mujh'ho) which are.common in rustic parts of Northern India, but which are

not found in the literary dialect, and in the Southern Deccan it does not use the agent

case with ne before transitive verbs in the past tense, which is a characteristic feature of

all the dialects of Western Hindostan.

The word * Hindi ' is used in several diflercint ma&nings. It is a Pei-sian, not an

Indian word, and properly signifies a native of India, as
"*"^^*

distinguished from a ^Hiiida* or non-Musalman Indian.

Tlius Amir Ehusrau says, * whatever live Hindu fdl into the King's hands was pounded

to death under the feet of elephants. The Musalmans who were fiind^ had their lives

spared/ In this sense (and in thia way it is still used by natives) Benpdi and MarathI

are as much Hindi as the language of the Doab. On the other hand, Europeans use the

word in two mutually contradictory senses, du. sometime to indicate the Sanskritised,

or at least the non-Persianised, form of Hindostani, wMoh is employed as a literary form

of speech by Hindus, and which is usually written in the N&gari character : and

sometimes, loosely, to indicate all the rural dialects spoken between Bengal proper and

the Panjab. In the present pages, I use it only in the former sense. This Hindi, there*

fore, or, as it is sometimes called, * High Hindi *, is the prose literary language of thme

Hindus of Upper India who do not employ Urdu. It is of modern origin, having been

introduced under English influence at the commencement of the last century. Up till

then, when a Hindu wrote prose and did not use Urdfl, he wrote in his own local dialectj.

Awadhi, Buiideli, Braj Bhakha, or what not. Lallu Lai, imder the inspiration of Br.

Gilchrist, changed all this by writing the well-known Prem Sigar, a work which was, so

far as the prose portions went, practicaUy written in Urdu, with Indo-Aryan words

substituted wherever a writer in that form of speech would use Persian ones. It was

thus an automatic reversion to the actual vernacular of the Upper Doab. The course of

this novel experiment was successful from the start. Tlie subject of the first book

TiTitten in it attracted the attention of all good Hindus, and the author*s style, musical

and rhythmical as the Arabic Baj\ pleased their ears. Then, the language fulfilled a want.

It gave a lingua francu to the Hindus. It enabled men of widely different provinces to

converse with each other without having recourse to the (to them) unclean words of the

Mu^salmans. It was easily intelligible everywherCj for its grammar was that of the lan-

guage which every flindu had to use in his business relations with Government officials,

and its vocabulary was the common property of all the Sanskritic languages of Northern

India. Moreover, very little prose, excepting commentaries and the like, had been

written in any modern Indian vernacular before. Literature had almost entirely con-

fined itself to verse. Hence the language of the Prem Sagar became, naturally enough,

the standard of Hindu prose all over Hindostan, from Bengal to the Panjab, and has held

its place as such to the present fey. Now-a-days no Hindu of Upper India dreams of

writing in any language but Hind! or Urdu when he is writing prose ; but when betakes

to verse, he at once adopts one of the old national dialects, such as the Awadhi of Tulsi Das

or the Braj Bhakha of the blind bard of Agra. Only of very late years have attempts

been made to write poems in Hindi, with, in the opinion of the present writer, but

moderate success. Since Lallu Lal*s time Hindi has developed for itself certain rules of

style which differentiate it from Urdu, the principal ones relating to the order of

words, which is much less free than in that form of Hindostani. It has also, of l«te
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years, fallen uiiider the fatal speU of Sanskrit, and is showing becoming in the
hands of Pandits and tindef the encouragement of some European writers who have
learned Hindi through Sanskrit, as debased as literary Bengali, without the same excuse.

Hin(K has so wpious a vocabulary of its own, a vocabulary rooted in the very beings of

the sturdy peasantry upon whose language it is based, that nine-tenths of the Sanskrit

words which one meets in most modem Hindi books are useless and unintellisrible excises-

cences. The employment of Sanskrit words is supposed to add dignity to the style. One
might as well say that a graceful girl of eighteen gained in dignity by masquerading in

the furbelows of her great-grandmother. Some enlightened native scholars are struggling

hard, without displaying an affected purism, against this too easily acquired infection,

and we may hope that their efforts will meet with the encouragement which they

deserve.

We may now define the three main varieties of Hindustani as follows :—Hindostani

oefmition of • HindBstsnv ^^
primarily the language of the Upper Gangetic IHjab, and

•Urdff
'
and • Hirtdf xs also the linffua frmtca of India, capable of being written

in both Persian and Deva-nSgari characters, and without purism, avoiding alike the

excessive use of either Persian or Sanskrit words when employed for literature. The
name * Urdu ' can then be confined to that special variety of Hindostani in which Persian

words are of frequent occurrence, and which hence can only be written in the Persian

character, and, similarly, * Hindi ' can be confined to the form of Hindustani in which

Sanskrit words abound, and which hence can only bo written in the Deva-nagari

character. These are the definitions which were proposed by the late Mr. Growse, and

they have the advantage of being intelligible, while at the same time they do not overlap.

Hitherto, all the three words have been very loosely employed. Finally, I use * Eastern

Hindi ' to connote the group of intermediate dialects of which Awadhi is the chief, and
* Western Hindi ' to connote the group of dialects of which Braj Bhakhi and Hindu-

stani (in its different phases) are the best known.

As a literary language, the earliest specimens of Hindustani are in Urdu, or rather

Bdkhta, for they were poetical works. Its cultivation began

in the Deccan at the end of the 16th century, and it received

a definite standard of form a hundred years later, principally at the hand of Wali of

Aurengabad, commonly called *the Father of R&khta.' The example of Wali was

quickly followed at Delhi, where a school of poets took its rise, of which the most brilliant

members were Sauda (d. 1780, the autlior of the famous satires) and Mir Taqi (d, 1810)

.

Another school (almost equally celebrated) arose in Lucknow during the troubled

time at Belhi in the middle of the 18th century. The great difference between the

poetry of Urdu and that written in the various dialects of Eastern or Western Hindi lies

in the system of prosody. In tlie former the prosody is that of the Persian language,

while in the latter it is the altogether opposed indigenous system of India. Moreover,

the former is entirely based on Persian models of composition, which are quite different

from the older works from which the native literature took its origin. Urdu prose came

into existence, as a literary medium, at the beginning of the last century in Calcutta.

Like Hindi prose it was due to English influence, and to the need of text-books in both

fovms of Hindostaci for the College of Fort William. The Bagb o Bahar of Mir Amman
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and the !^irad A^froz of Hafigu'd-din Ahmad are familiar examples of the earlier of

these works in Frdu, as the already mentioned Prem Sagar written by Lallii Lai is an

example of those in Hindi Since then both Urdu and Hindi prose have had a prosper-

ous course, and it is unnecessary to dwell upon the copious literature which has poured

from the press during thfe past century. The late Sir Sayyid Ahmad Bahadur is probably

the most eminent among deceased writers of Urdu prose, while in Hindi the late Harish-

Chandra of Benares, by uniyersal consent, holds the first place. Hindi, of course, has no

poetical literature, Urdu poetry continues to flourish.

Urdu and Hindi, as representing, each, one of the two great religious systems of

Headquarters of Urdo and
I^^dia, have their headquarters wide apart. Two rival cities

M*"**^* claim to be tlie true headquarters of Urdu, viz, Delhi and

Lucknow. The styles of the writers of these two cities, and of their respective followers,

show considerable points of difference. Putting a f^w matters of idiom, such as the use

of the Infinitive as a Gerundive, or of certain verbs as transitive or intransitive, to one

side, the main point of difference is that Lucknow Urdu is much more Persiani^ed than

the Urdu of Delhi. Lucknow writers delight in concocting sentences which, except for

an auxiliary verb at the end, are throughout Persian in construction and vocabulary.

Delhi Urdu, on the other hand, is more genuinely Indian. Writers are not afraid to

employ a word because it is of home growth. This avoidance of pedantry had been

strongly advocated by the new school of Delhi writers which has come to the front in the

last twenty years of the nineteenth century, and of whom, Nagir Ahmad, the author of

several excellent novels, is the most illustrious example. The Urdu of his earlier works

is remarkably clear and simple, and his writings exhibit both sturdy common-sense and

a fine appreciation of humour. Other authors of this school who may be mentioned are

Hall, Muhammad ^usain Azad (said by some to compose the purest Urdu prose that

ever was written), Eatan Nath Sarshar, and 'Abdu'l-Halim Sharar. All these writers,

whether in prose or verse, are apostles of naturalness as opposed to the artificial thought

and diction of the Lucknow school.

Hindi, also, has two schools of writers—that of Agra, and that of Benares. The

Hindi prose of Benares is as artificial as literary Bengali. It stands as a literary

parallel to Lucknow Urdu, in avoiding the use of simple language as much as possible

and in confining its vocabulary almost entirely to words borrowed directly from Sanskrit.

Native Indian words are eschewed as strictly as those of Persian origin. The school of

Agra, On the other hand, is not only much more free from Sanskritisms, but admits with

comparative liberality foreign words which have achieved citizenship in the general

vocabulary of India.

In connexion with this, it may here again be mentioned that Literary Hindustani

Various standards of Literary ^^ ^^^ ^^^ founded on a vernacular dialect of Western
HindSstifiT. Hindi, but is still in living connexion with it. Different

writers have not hesitated to employ in their works idioms borrowed from their own
vernaculars, and many of these have won their way into what is the standard form^ of

speech. Hence the literary Hindostant of the time of Gilchrist is very different from

that employed at the present day. Idioms have fallen into disuse, and new idioms have

been introduced, so that works like the Totd Kahdnl or the Bagk o Bahdr ai-e very
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against this change, and have not hesitated to condemn new idioms as * ungrammatical *

or as solecisms. They forget that the works which they considej: to he classics were yeally

first attempts at writing HindOst4ni prose, and that a htindred years of practice, with

an inexhaustible well of racy native idiom at hand from which to draw at will, has

greatly improved a form of speech originally possessed of great capabilities. Mr. Platts

was, I believe, the first to attack this too conservative method of teaching a langiiage,

—

not as it is, bvit as the teacher tliinks it ought to be. He rightly insisted that gramnmrs

written by Europeans, however scholarly, cannot be considered as the ultimate court of

appeal. The jit% et fwnn4Jk loquendi of the best writers of the time is the only criterion*

The language cannot be made to fit the grammars, but the grammars must be made

to fit the language.^ It is a false purism which condemns the use of an apt expression

because, although born ofthe soil, it has not been used by former writers.^

The particular alphabet in which HindOstani is written is usually a matter of re-

ligion. Musalmans commonly employ the Persian alphabet

with a few additional signs, and most Hindus the Deva-

nagari or the Kaithi. Simple Hindostani which is neither highly Persianised nor

highly Sanskritised can be, and often is, written in both alphabets. It is quite common
to find a book which appeals to a large circle of readei^ issued in two editions, one in the

Persian character for Musalmans, and one in the Bgva-nSgari character for Hindus.

In this respect it shoxdd be noted that many educated Hindus, and especially Kayasths,

are equally familiar with both alphabets.

When Hindctetani is highly Persianised, and takes the form of Urdu, the words ai^ft

often so foreign in sound that they cannot be conveniently represented in the Deva-

nftgari character. Hence Urdu is always written in the Persian character. Similarly

highly Sanskritised Hindi does not lend itself to the Persian character and always

appears in Deva-nagari. Amongst fanatics who ought to know better, but do not wish

to do so, this question of characters has unfortunately become a sort of religious sliib-

boleth. True Hindostani can be written with ease in either character, and Musalmans

find it easiest to read it in the Persian and most Hindus in the Deva-nSgari. But, owing

to the fact that the extreme varieties of Hindustani on each side can only each be written

in one character, these fanatic^ have confused alphabet with language. They say^

because a thing is written in Deva-nSgari therefore it is Hindi, the language of Hindus,

and because a thing is written in the Persian character therefore it is Urdu, the lan-

guage of Musalmans. Nothing could be further from the truth. The written character

does not make a language. If it did, when we write Hindostani in English characters,,

we should have to say it was the English language, and not Hindustani ; but not even

t As examplee of this borrowing from the vernaoalar dialects, I may cite the use of un-ni^ instead ol «#-»?, to mean ' b

j

him.' Several grammarians have eiceroised their ingenuity over it, and some have condemned it as wrong. It is simply the

very common Temacnlar w»l or it»f, which is still retained in Dakhinl. In the literary language the n has been doubled

under the inflnenoe of false analogy. Another example is the employment of hi in the sense of the datire instead of H. All

over northern IndiaM is frequently used for the datire, and quite properly so. As we go east it is the rule, and we never

hear id. All grammarians except Mr. Platts have tried to explain this ill as an oblique form of k4. In phrases lik« wk^
9<*kV ch5i lagl hat, it is, as Mr. Platts points out, a dative pure and simple.

'Compare the remarks of W. Archer quoted at the head of this section.

rot, ix, PABT c. H
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our fanatics would go so far as that, although that is where tlxeir arguments wod^d

logically lead them. It is necessary to mention this because the policy '^af^^^g
*^«

alphabets which are officially recognised by some of the Indian Governments has b^
much misrepresented. When orders were issued enjoining or permitting m certain ewes

the use of the Dera-nSgari character for official documents, a cry was r^i^pd which mided

many well-meaning Muhammadans. that the Hindi language was being introduced into

our «)urts. Government was quite aware that Sanskritised Hindi was just as unintelli-

gible to the masses as Persianised Urdu, and took no steps towards introducing either^

AU that it directed was that, without changing the language, official documents^should

be written in characters which would be most decipherable to those who had to read

them.*

It is unnecessary td describe the DSva-nagari and Kaithi alphabets. A full account

of them will be found on pp. 7 and ff. of Vol. V. Pt. II of this Suryey. Nor is it

required to describe the Persian Alphabet. The student >vill find all that he needs on this

point in any HindostSni grammar. Suffice it to «iy that the signs employed for sounds

pecuUar to Indian languages, and not found in Persian, are i-b f,
^' iK o4, •*§ ^*'

::
^^g^

> :••

f^^ Inst^ of the four drfts written over each of these letters we often

find a small i5«. Thus Jsl> , ^ , 5 , a5, j ,
-kj •

HindostSm is so well-known a language that it wonld be waste of space to gire more

than the merest sketch of its grammar. I shall, however,
Hind5s«nTqraiiimar.

deal at some length with what are known to Indian gram-

marians as the prajfogas, or * constructions * of a verb with its subject and its object.

Hinjddstani, like every Aryan language of India, is derived from an ancient Indian

dialect not unlike the old Sanskrit which we meet in the

The Prayugasftnd their origin.
Vedic hymns. This andent dialect became changed in the

course of centuries, and we have specimens of it in various stages from about 260 B.O.

down to, say, 1000 A.D. The modern vernaculars may be said to have become estab-

lished on their present basis at about the latter date.

We may take Sanskrit grammar as illustrating in its main features the grammar of

the ancient Indian dialect from which Hindostani i» sprung. When we examine this

grammar we find that the verb is supplied with a very complete and somewhat compli-

cated array of tenses. The present and one form of the future tense were fairly simple.

They have survive4, in an abraded form, down to the present day, although the represen-

tative of the future is now-a-days excluded from literary HindostSni. With the past

tenses it was different. Besides an Imperfect the ancient Indian dialect had three

tenses which expressed j^st time, a perfect, and two aorists. It had also a past parti-

» 111© averi^e nativeTnakef ft biiainess ol deciphenng a»y written document. He liae first to read it,— (hat ia the first

stage,—and then he has to grasp its meaning,—that it the aecond, and subsequent stage. The two stages lure, with the

ondiuoated, eeldom concurrent. This i« illustrated by the oft repeated phrase, • when he had read and understood* such and

such a communication. Similarly the word for reading a letter to oneself is not jp4rhna, but pafh'lgna, to read amfi take. It

may be added that in some parts of India, the local character is employed for writing Urdu. For instance the Musahnlns of

Orissa use the Oriyi character for it.
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oiple, which was always iDtransitiTe, that is to say, in the case of transitive verbs, it

took a passive meaning. 'Ihus, the past participle of the intransitive verb * to go * was
* gone/ but that of the transitive verb •kill,' was not • having killed,' but was, passively,
* killed.' In the old Indian dialect, as in Sanskrit, this past participle was often used as
a past tense, without employing any auxiliary verb. When its speakers wished to say
* he went,' they oft^n said • he gone,' and when they wished to say * I killed him,' they
often said'* he killed by me,' in which it will be seen that the participle still retains its

passive sense. But there is another way of using the past participle of a neuter verb,—
i,e., impersonally. When a speaker of the old Indian dialect wished to say * he went,'

he as often as not (instead of saying *he gone') said * it (is) gone by him.'^

Now the true past tenses of the ancient Indian dialect had a very complicated eon-

Jugation. There were t^o ways of forming the perfect, and regarding the more com-

monly used form, even Sanskrit grammarians were not agreed as to its rules. The two
aorists were still more difficult to conjugate correctly. The formation of the past parti-

ciple is on the other hand simple enougfc. As the language developed from the ancient

Indian dialect it, according to a well-known law, proceeded along the line of least resist*

ance, and gradually abandoned the whole complicated array of past tenses and adhered

solely to the employment of the past participle to express the idea connoted by a past

tense. In doing so it retained all the methods of employing the past participle which

existed in the old Indian vernacular, and also extended them by adding one of its own.

When Hindostani, therefore, wishes to express the idea of *he went,' it says either,

—

1. (Actively), * he gone,' woh chata (Sanskrit, sa olmUtah)

or

8. (Impersonally) • by him it (is) gone,' na-ne chal(f

(Sanskrit, tena chaUtam)

Similarly, if it wishes to express the idea of *I killed him,' it says either,

—

3. (Passively), ' by me he (uas) killed,' mapne woh murd^

(Sanskrit, m(fyd S0 mdrifafy).

or

4. (Impersonally) *byme with reference to him it was killed (or killing was

done),' mat'ne who mdrd. (The Sanskrit would be mayd tasya'krite

maH^am, but the imjiersonal construction with transitive verbs was not

employed in Sanskrit).

The fourth is apparently a development of the modern vernacular, based on the

analogy of the second—at least there is no eviden(]^ that it existed in the aneient Indian

vernacular from whidi Hindustani is descended.

We thus see that there are three methods of employment of the past participle to

express the past tense. Of these, one, the active one, is confined in Hindostd^ni to in-

transitive verbs, one, (fie passive one, is confined to transitive verbs, and one, the imper-

sonal one, is employed with both intransitive and transitive verbs, although literary

Hindostani prohibits its employment with the former.

* II will b« femdmbered thai iniransitiTe verbs in Latin can also be simiiarly employed in two ways. For * I play,* we

may say either, acti?ely. ttidot I play, oi*, impersonally, ludiUir a. me^ it i« played by me.

' 'Biis aeoond impenonal form of a neater verb is excladed from literary Hindostani, bat it occnrs in vernaonlar dfalecta.

' I do not pretend that thit particular aentenoe if idiomatic HindostSui, bat it illustrates what I WAnt to say, and the

oonatmotion would, in certain oircnmstances, be correct.

vol.. IX, PiRT I.
^^
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Thef5e thi*ee constructiojis {oi\praybg€t$) are named as follows by Indian gramma-

rians

—

(1) The active constraction is called the Kartan prayoga.

(2) The passive „ „ „ Karmatii „

(3) The impersonal „ „ „ BhdpS »»

One word more. The past participle is an adjective, and is therefore liable to change

for gender.

In the Active constrnction it natnrally agrees with the subject. If a man is gone,

we say mard chaJds -but if a woman is gone, we say *aurat chalh

In the Passive construction the participle must agree in gender with what would be,

in English, the object. For instance, the phrase * tl^ie woman struck a horse * must be

expressed passively by ' by the woman a horse (was) struck,' in which it is evident that

the participle * struck ' must agree with * horse,* and not with * the woman,'— thus

Uinraf-ne ghord mam. But, *the woman struck a mare* won Id be ^anrat-ne gkoi^i mm%
in which mar?, struck, is put in the feminine to agree with * mare.*

In the impersonal construction, the participle should, properly speaking, be in the

neuter, but that distinction of gender no longer exists in literary Hindostani, the mascu-

line being at the present day always substituted for it. Hence the participle is always

in the mtisculine. Thus ' the woman struck the horse ' is ^ by the woman with reference

to the horse it was struck (or striking was done),' ^aurat-ne ghore-ko mara; and 'the

woman struck the mare ' is ' by the woman witli reference to the mare striking was

done,' ^aurat'nS ghorl-hb mdra.

It is of great importance that this system of construction should be thoroughly mas-

tered. Otherwise it will not be easy to understand the interlinear translations of the

specimens which follow, in which all three constructions are literally translated when-

ever they occur.

There is no difference of importance between the declensions and conjugations used

. _ in Urdu and Hindi, respectivelv. Urdu often borrows
UrdG and HindT Grammar

-,^ . • i
compared. Persian constructions, such as the i^djat^ but these are

borrowings and nothing niorc. Besides the difference of vocabulary, thq>^ is, however,

an important point of difference in the idiom of the two forms of Hindostltni. This con-

sists in the order of words. In Hindi prose, which follows the almost universal rule of

all Indo-Aryan dialects, the order of words is fixed, and can only be altered for the sake

of emphasis. Except when the order is deliberately changed to lay stress on any parti-

cular word, it is invariably,— first, the introductory words of the sentence, such as eon-

junctions and the like ; next, the subject ; next, the indirect object with its appurten-

ances; then, the direct object with its appurtenances; and, last of all, the verb. Adjec-

tives and genitives precede the words they qualify. For instance, the sentence which

in English would run,—^* I give John's good book to you ' would run in Hindi prose,—* I

you-to John's good book give.' In Urdu, on "the contrary, the influence of Persian and

of Semitic languages has greatly relaxed this rule. The Persian rule of order, or even

the Semitic one (in which the verb precedes the subject), is often followed, and, especi-

ally, the verb is frequently moved from the end to the middle of the sentence. So im-

portant is this point of the order of words in a sentence that Hindi scholars make it a

test as to whether the language of a book is Hindi or Urdu, and in one notable case—tbe



KkhaNl fheth Mindhmi, a work written by Insha (see p. 36) in the la«t century—a book
which does not contain a single Persian word from cover to cover is chiiised as Urdu
because the writer ordered his sentences in the Persian fashion. He was a MusahnSn.
and could not release himself from the habit of using idioms which had been taught him
by Maulavis in his school-days.

Hifidsstsnt Vocabulary. The Vocabulary of JSindostani falls under four heads, mz.

:

(1) pure Hindostani words

;

(2) words borrowed from Sanskrit

;

(3) words borrowed from Persian (including Arabic) ; and
(4) words borrowed from other sources.

The last group may be dismissed without notice, such words exist in every language.
As regards the Persian (and Arabic) borrowings, they do not come from the *

old

PertchArabic eicmant.
Iranian language of pre-Musalman times (though that has
aliso contributed a small quota), but from the Arabicised

Persian of the Mugiul conquerors. Thus, through Persian, the Indo-Aryan vernaculars
have also received an important contribution of Arabic, and even some fewTurki, words.
Tbe influence of the Musalman religion has opened another door for the entry of Arabic,
and a few woi*ds ha%'e also been imported on the west coast froni Arab traders. In the
main, however, the Arabic element in all the Indian vernaculars, whether Aryan or not,

came in with Persian, and as a part of that language. The pronunciation of the Persian
words so imported is that of the Mugful times, and not the effeminate articulation of the
land of the Lion and the Sun at tlie present day. The extent to which Persian has been
assimilated varies greatly accoiniing to locality and to the religion of the speakers.

Everywhere there arc some few Persian words which have achieved full citizenship and
are used by the most ignorant rustic, and we find every variation between this and the

Urdu of a highly educated Muhammadan writer of Lucknow, who uses scarcely a single

Indo-Aryan word except the verb at the end of his sentence. In all cii'cumstances,

however, it is the vocabulary and but rarely the syntax which is affected. Only in the

Urdu of the Musahnans do %ve find the Persian order of words in a sentence. There has

been no other introduction of Persian construction, nor are the Arabic words inflected

(except by purists) according to their own rules, but they have to conform to the

uianimatical system of their host.

Tlie woitls borrowed from Sanskrit take two forms, according to whether thev
Satiakrit eiameiit. are lifted straight out of the Sanskrit dictionary, spelling

nut^^as. and al|, or whether they are more or less misjwonounced,

\ni\ spelt according to the mispronunciation. Words of both classes are named Ta^-

samai or * the same as " that" (t.e., Sanskrit),' and European scholars have named the

eonnipted Tat$anms of the second class mmi-Tatsamas. This borrowing has been going
un for centuries, but has been carribd to excess during the last hundred years.

The pure Hindostani words form the backbone of the language. They are derived

from the ancient Indian dialect which I have already
^'^^

mentioned as akin to classical Sanskrit. This ancient

language passed through various stages and ultimately became Hindostani, just as Latin'

passed through various stages and became Italian, French, etc. After the ancient Indian

dialect had lost its pristine form, and before it finally became Hindostani, it passed
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through what is kiiovrn as tlie Pi'akrit stage. If we borrow the terms of blood relation-
ship, we may say that the ancient Indian dialect dnd classical Sanskrit were brothers

;

that Pi-akrit was the son of the ancient Indian dialect, and the nephew of Sanskrit;
and that HindOstalii is the grandson of the ancient Indian dialect, and the grand*
nephew of Sanskrit. Words borrowed by Hindostani direct from Sanskrit are therefore
grand-uncles of the genuine Hindustani words, descended through Pmkrit from the
ancient Indian dialect, although we often meet them side by side in the same sentence.
Kay, we sometimes find a grand-uncle and his own grand-nephew on the sain^ page.*

These genuine Hindostani words are called, by native scholars, tadbhmas or * Having
*• that '' (i.e., Sanskrit, or, rather, its brother the ancient Indian dialect) for their origin,*

We thus find that the Indian element of the vocabulary of Hindostani is made up of

tadbhavas with a mixture, vaiying in amount, of fatsmnas.

To take examples, the modern vernacular word d/ila, a command, is a Tatsama
loan-word borrowed direct from classical Sanskrit. Its semi-Tatsama form, which we
meet in some languages, is affpd, and one of its Tadbhava forms is the Hind! an, derived

immediately from the Prakrit dtm. So also, rdjd, a king, is a Tatsama, but ray or rdo is

a Tadbhava. Of course complete triplets or pairs of e%'ery word ai'e not in use. Fre-
quently only a Tatsama or a Tadbhava occurs by itself. Sometimes we even find the

Tatsama and the Tadbhava forms of a word both in use, but each with a different mean*
ing. Thus, there is a classical Sanskrit word vamSa^ %vhich means both ' family ' and
* bamboo,' and connected with it we find in Hindi the semi-Tatsama banSf meaning
' family,* and the Tadbhava bas^ meaning * a bamboo.**

We thus see that for many hundred years classidal Sanskrit has been exercising,

and is still exercising, a potent influence on the vocabularies of Hindostani. It is only

upon the vocabulary that its influence has been directly felt. The grammar shows little

(if any) traces of it. This has continued steadily in the com^se of its development since

the earliest times. The influence of Sanskrit may have retarded this development, and

probably did so in some cases, but it never stopped it, and not one single Sanskrit

grammatical form has been added to the living grammar of Hindostani in the way that

Sanskrit words have been added to its vocabulary. Nay, more, all these borrowed Tat-

samas are treated by Hindostani exact|y as other borrowed foreign words are treated,

and very rarely change their forms in the processes of grammatical accidence. For

instance, gUbrd^ a horse, has an oblique form ghore^ because it is a Tadbhava, but rdjd,

a king, never changes in the oblique cases, because, and only because, it is a Tatsama.

Now in all the modern Indo-Aryan vernaculars the verb must change its form in the

processes of conjugation, while nouns are not necessarily changed in the course of

declension. Hence Tatsamas are as a rule never treated as verbs. If it is -found neces-

sary to do so, it must bo done with the help of another Tadbhava verb. For instance,

the word darhn, seeing, ira^Tatsama, and if we wish to use it in the phrase * he sees,*

' In Bengali, in which the state of alFnirs is exactly similar, I have seen in the narrative part of a novel the tatsama

word d%pa4alaka, and in the very next lin<', in which one of the characters uses colloquial language, the corresponding tad'

hhava, diyd^salat, a match,

2 Tatsamas and Tadhhavas cxjcur also in European languages. Thu«, * lapsus * in * lapsus calami ' is a 'Tfttaama, and

* lapse* is a semi-Tatsama, both meaning * a falling,' while ' lap * is the Tadhhava form of the word, with the different

meaning of ' the hanging |>art of a garment/ Similarly * fragile' and * redemption * are semi-Tatsamat, while * frail * and

'ransom ' are the corresponding Tadhhavas.
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we cannot say darSanei but must employ the periphrasis darSan kai% he does seeing.

On the other hand, in all the modern vernaculars nouns need not be declined syntheti-

caily. Borrowed nouns can always be declined analytically, Hence Tatsama nouns
(which are necessarily declined analytically) are common, and, in the high literary styles

of all the vernaculars, very common. Thus, although there are sporadic exceptions to

the broad rule, it may be laid down as a universal law that Indo-Aryan vernacular

nouns may be either Tatsamas (including semi-Tatsamas) or Tadbhavas, but that Indo-

Aryan vernacular verbs mti^st be Tadbhavas,

During the last century, the introduction of printing and the spread of education

Evil results of excessive employ. ^^^> ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ <>* ^^»® modern Indo-Aryan languages,
ment of Tatsamas. introduced a fasliiou of using Tatsamas in comparison with

which the wildest Johnsonese may almost be considered to be a specimen of pure Saxon

English. It has been proved, for instance, by actual counting that in a modern
Bengali work 88 per cent, of the words used were pure Sanskrit, every one of which vcb&

unnecessary and could have been represented by a vocable of true home growth. In
such cases the result has been most lamentable. The vernacular has been split into two
sections—the tongue which is understanded of the people, and the literary dialect, known
only through the press, and not intelligible to those who do not know Sanskrit.* Litera-

ttire has thus been divorced from the great mass of the population, and to the literary

classes this is a matter of small moment, for Hhis people, who knoweth not the law, are

•cursed.*

Although Bengali displays the greatest weakness in this respect, and has Icmt all

power of ever developing a vigorous literature, racy of the soil, until some great genius

rises and sweeps away the enchantment under which it labours, other Indian verna-

culars, especially Hindi, show signs of falling under the same malignant spell. The

centre of Hindi literature is naturally Benares, and Benares is in the fiands of the

Sanskritists. There is no necessity, as may have existed in the case of Bengali, for

Hindi to have recourse to the classical tongue. In themselves, without any extraneous

help whatever, the dialects from which it is sprung are, and for five hundred years have

been, capable of expressing with crystal clearness any idea which the mind of man can

conceive. It has an enormous native vocabulary, and a complete apparatus for the

expression of abstract terms. Its old literature contains some of the highest flights of

poetry and some of the most eloquent expressions of religious devotion which have found

their birth in Asia, Treatises on philosophy and on rhetoric are found in it, in which

the subject is handled with all the subtilty of the great Sanskrit writers, and this with

hardly the use of a Sanskrit word. Yet in spite of Hindi possessing such a vocabulary

and a power of expression scarcely inferior to that of English, it has become the fashion

of late years to write books, not to be read by the millions of Upper India, but to display

th(^ author's learning to a comparatively small circle of Sanskrit knowing scholars.

Unfortunately, the most powerful English influence has during this period been on the

side of the Sanskritists, This Sanskritised Hindi has been largely used by missionaries,

and the translations of the Bible have been made into it. The few native writers who

> The xiewlj appouited scdnister to a Scotch parish had made a round of visits to his people. " He's a rale fine edicatad

idftii, the new meiniifter/' said an euthasiastic wife. " Aj, he'i a' that/' returned the husband. " Ye dinna ken the meaning

o' the hanf o" the words he uses."

—

St Jam$e*$ i^a§$tU»
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hare stood up for the use of Hindi undeflled have had small success in the face of. so

potent an example of misguided efforts. Arguments may be brought forward in

favour of using classical Sanskrit words for expressing technical terms in science an*

art, and I am willing to admit their truth. I am not one of those who (to quote a well*

known example) prefer * the unthroughforcesomeness of stuff 'to * the impenetrability*

of matter/ but there the borrowing from the parent language should stop. There is

still time to save Hindi from the fate of Bengali, if only a lead is taken by waiters of

acknowledged repute, and much am be done in this direction by the use of a wise

discretion on the part of the educational authorities of the provinces immediately

concerned.

Very similar remarks apply, mutatis mutandis, to that form of Urdu which is over*

,, , , loaded with Persian words. The Hindustani of Musalmans
E¥ii results of excessive

persianiMtion. ^u always differ in its vocabulary from that of Hindus, but

this is no reason for overloading a naturally facile and elegant form of speech with

hundreds of exotic expressions which are unintelligible to nine-tenths of the author's

co-religiouists. Urdu can be simple and Urdu can be pedantic. The simple belongs to

India, the pedantic is an imitation of the language of a foreign country. There should

be no hesitation in the choice made by a patriotic Indian Musalman.

After the foregoing general remarks it will suffice to give the annexed brief

summary of the main heads of Hindostan! grammar. It
Urd0 and Hindi speMifig. ^^ ^^ remarked that in Urdu the so-caUed imperfect-,

which has been carefuUy recorded in all the vernacular specimens in the Deva-nagari

character, is omitted. This is the usual method of writing Urdu. For instance, the

word meatiing Ho see * would be %^Wf dikk'na in Hindi, but Ix^O dekhna in Urdu.

This principle is followed in all the specimens of literary Hindostanl. The imperfect

letter is also omitted in the skeleton grammar.
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